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    Large groups of remote servers that are networked 
    to allow centralized, shared data storage and online 
    access to computer services or resources.
    Most clouds are built on virtualized infrastructure 
    technology

A Public Cloud:
    A cloud service provider offers cloud services to
    many organizations - Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud,
    IBM Blue Cloud, Google Cloud Platform, Windows Azure

A Private Cloud:
    The cloud infrastructure is open to one organization
    with many tenants – Does not have to be hosted at one
    site or even by one organization - Intel Cloud
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What's so good about a public Cloud?
    1. Easy and inexpensive to set-up because hardware, 
        application, and bandwidth costs are covered by 
        the cloud provider.
    2. Can be elastic – that is, the resources and services
        available to the client are what the client requests
        and requests can change with time - if the client 
        wants less, less is provided, if the client wants 
        more, more is provided.  This can even be done
        automatically!
    3. The client pays only for what it uses 
    4. There are several delivery models available to the
        client: IaaS, SaaS, DSaaS, PaaS
    5. Provider can support top professional security people

Security in the Cloud



  

Delivery Models
    1. Data Storage as a Service (DSaaS) – provides 
        rental space to subscribers.
    2. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) – client provisions 
        the resources it needs to run platforms and 
        applications.  Pay-as-you-go billing, administration 
        done by provider.  Virtual OSes on the same 
        computer. Physical security is good
           https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-iaas/ 

    3. Platform as a Service (PaaS) – client develops 
        cloud-aware applications using development tools 
        from provider.  Client rents virtual OSes to run 
        specific applications
           https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-paas/ 

    4. Software as a Service (SaaS) – provider manages 
        data and applications.  Client has no control over 
        patching.  Accessible from any Internet enabled device
           https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-saas/ 

Security in the Cloud

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-iaas/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-paas/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-saas/


  

Security in the Cloud
What's so bad about a public Cloud?
    1. Generally, the client has lost some or all control 
        of its data

    2. Generally, the client does not know where its
        data is or even how many copies of it are floating
        around or even who is able to view the data

    3. Generally, configuration management is difficult
        Updates may be unwanted or may be desired
        Updates may not be provided

    4. Cloud APIs are readily available but the 
        implementation of those APIs is proprietary
        so modifications are not allowed

    5. Downtime may occur unexpectedly
           https://www.computer.org/csdl/magazine/cd/2018/03/mcd2018030004/13rRUwh80Nc 

    6. Security is uncertain

https://www.computer.org/csdl/magazine/cd/2018/03/mcd2018030004/13rRUwh80Nc


  

Security in the Cloud
Three big problems related to cloud security
    Encryption: 
        Cloud providers do not want a client to encrypt
        with client keys

        Providers need to mine data for profit

        A provider may promise to keep data from being
        seen by others, but the provider may use cloud 
        data to, for example, deliver advertisements

        Operations on encrypted data consume a lot of time

    Competence:
        Access controls must be carefully and competently
        planned since so many virtualized technologies
        can connect to network infrastructure securely

    Virtualization:
        New threats and exploits, complex configuration options
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During second backup:
     Read block of data from client computer
     Generate unique signature for block via hash algorithm

Compare against database (DDB) of signatures 
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During second backup:
     If signature exists, update DDB: another copy already exists
         write index info in DDB and discard the data block

Competence example: De-duplication 
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During second backup:
     Otherwise, update DDB with new signature, write index
         info and write data block to the disk library

Competence example: De-duplication 
        



  

Security in the Cloud
Competence example: De-duplication 
        

During a process:
     Data blocks can be compressed and/or encrypted
     Those ops are performed on the client or in the cloud
     Indices provide the means to reassemble the blocks for 
         restore of complete file or to copy to other locations



  

Security in the Cloud
   Facts:
     Deduplication may happen at the uploader's end
     Called source-deduplication – hashes computed by uploader
     If a deduped file with same hash exists in cloud – file not sent

     Deduplication can happen at the server's end
     Called target-deduplication

     Smallest data chunk could be a file or a block

     Deduplication could be per-client or cross-client (across client
     accounts as source-deduplication)

     Deduplication is a data compression method
             Pretty much necessary considering the explosion of data

     Very useful for backups – lots does not change from 
     week to week

     StorReduce: provides deduplication service on AWS and S3
         in a private virtual cloud
         http://storreduce.com/ 

http://storreduce.com/


  

Security in the Cloud
   To deduplicate on AWS:
       Visit http://aws.amazon.com and create an account
       Sign up for S3 data storage
       Get an Access Key ID and Secret Key ID
       Download Opendedup software:  
      http://www.opendedup.org/odd/download  
       or, in the case of ubuntu linux  
         wget http://www.opendedup.org/downloads/sdfs_3.10.8_amd64.deb 

       Make an SDFS volume using the following parameters:
     mkfs.sdfs --volume-name=<volume name>
       --volume-capacity=<volume capacity> 
       --aws-enabled=true 
       --cloud-access-key=<the aws assigned access key> 
       --cloud-bucket-name=<any-unique-bucket-name> 
       --cloud-secret-key=<assigned aws secret key> 
       --chunk-store-encrypt=true

http://aws.amazon.com/
http://www.opendedup.org/odd/download


  

Security in the Cloud
   What can go wrong?
       Client 1 has block B1 that has the same hash value as 
       block B2 of client 2

       Client 1 uploads B1, DDB is updated, B1 is stored

       Client 2 tries to upload B2 but signature matches B1's
       B2 is discarded, DDB is updated to include client 2

       Client 2 requests download of B2 but gets B1 instead

       You think this is unlikely?  Think again or stay tuned



  

Security in the Cloud
   What can go wrong?
       Client 1 has block B1 with hash value h(B1) 
       Client 2 knows h(B1) and constructs malicious B2 with 
       h(B2) = h(B1)

       Client 2 uploads B2 for the first time,  DDB is updated, 
       B2 is stored

       Client 1 tries to upload B1 but signature matches B2's
       B1 is discarded, DDB is updated to include client 1

       Client 1 requests download of B1 but gets B2 instead
       Client 1 uses B2, gets creamed

       You think this is unlikely?  Think again or stay tuned



  

Security in the Cloud
   What can go wrong?
       Client 1 has block B1 containing sensitive info 
       B1 is created from a template where the only difference
       from block to block is the sensitive info
       Client 2 knows the template and knows the sensitive
       info is not very long, say a PIN

       Client 1 uploads B1 for the first time,  DDB is updated, 
       B1 is stored

       Client 2 creates many copies of the template where only
       The sensitive data is changed – for a PIN this requires
       10000 copies.  

       Client 2 uploads all copies
       The one that deduplicates has the sensitive info



  

Security in the Cloud
   How to tell if a deduped version of file/block exists?
       Upload the file and look at the amount of traffic it
       generates
       Rename, cat with itself to double the size of the file and 
       upload again – if a lot less traffic is generated then the 
       file is deduplicated, otherwise it was not
       



  

Security in the Cloud
   Competence?
       Dropbox:
           Used SHA-256 hashes of file blocks (now SHA-512)
           It was possible to retrieve file blocks just by knowing
              hash values – that was the only check dropbox made
           Project dropship
              https://github.com/driverdan/dropship  
              Someone could upload a file and publish its hashes
              Others could make them appear in their dropbox 
              Allowed illegal file sharing!   Even copyrighted data
              could be shared - against company policy!!
           Dropbox threatened to use DMCA to stop dropship

https://github.com/driverdan/dropship


  

Security in the Cloud
   Competence?
       Dropbox:
           Used SHA-256 hashes of file blocks (now SHA-512)
           It was possible to retrieve file blocks just by knowing
              hash values – that was the only check dropbox made
           Project dropship
              https://github.com/driverdan/dropship  
              Someone could upload a file and publish its hashes
              Others could make them appear in their dropbox 
              Allowed illegal file sharing!   Even copyrighted data
              could be shared - against company policy!!
           Dropbox threatened to use DMCA to stop dropship
           Hackers set up mirrors to dropship in their dropbox accounts!
           Eventually, Dropbox changed its backend and dropship
           no longer works

https://github.com/driverdan/dropship
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How Now
Brown Cow

Page of memory

Client 1 Client 2

Both Client 1 and Client 2
see this memory page
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How Now
Brown Cow

Client 1 Client 2

Client 2 modifies page
First, copy is made
Then, new page modified

How Now
Green Cow



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks

   A hypervisor may support deduplication with copy-on-write   

   If a deduplicated page of memory is modified a CoW is 
   performed – this will take a lot longer than if a 
   non-deduplicated page is modified

   In a virtualized environment where an attacker’s VM and
   victim’s VM co-exist on the same host machine, the 
   attacker can obtain memory information from its 
   neighboring VM

   A Hypervisor is a host program that allows a single 
   computer to support multiple, identical execution 
   environments.  All the clients see their systems as 
   self-contained computers isolated from other clients, 
   even though every client is served by the same machine. 



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks
       Example: attacker can detect whether a given page is 
       located in the memory of a neighboring VM
         Attacker loads same page into its own memory
         Attacker waits until the memory deduplication takes effect
         Attacker writes to that page (loaded in its own memory)
         Long write time means neighbor has that page in memory 
              result = leakage of info

       How does attacker decide what to load?



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks

       Opening a covert channel   
       Two parties co-exist in different VMs on the same hypervisor
       Assume: can detect memory deduplication down to a page



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks

       Opening a covert channel   
       Sender and receiver both load the same file into memory
             deduplication causes all these pages to be shared



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks

       Opening a covert channel   
       Some time passes to ensure deduplication is complete
       Sender chooses some of the pages to modify – does not 
             matter how the modified pages are modified



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks

       Opening a covert channel   
       Some time passes to ensure CoW ops are complete



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks

       Opening a covert channel   
       Receiver modifies all pages – notes which ones took more time
           Uses 1 (0) to represent a sender (un)modified page
           a message pattern can be received as sent



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks

       Opening a covert channel   
       Difficult to spot this attack
            Files do not have to be loaded at the same time



  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks
       Experimental Results:                                            modified:

                                                                                             3,4,5

                                                                                           260-262

                                                                                            205-207

                                                                                             69-71
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Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing attacks
       Actual:     
           http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/935424 
           An attacker with client privileges within the attacking VM 
           can leverage memory deduplication within Virtual Machine 
           Monitors (hypervisor) to effectively leak the randomized base 
           addresses of libraries and executables in the processes of 
           neighboring VMs.  Granting the attacker the ability to leak 
           the Address-Space Layout of a process within a neighboring 
           VM results in the potential to bypass ASLR (2015)

http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/935424


  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication chosen plaintext attacks 
       Actual:
           https://www.google.com/patents/US8479304 
           On a system where parties not mutually trusted share
           blocks that are deduplicated, hashes can be taken
           and used as keys to encrypt blocks.  Also, an identifier 

that is based on the block data is created.  It will be difficult 
for someone to find these blocks from the hashes as they
do not correspond to the stored encrypted blocks and 
only owners of the block know the data stored and 
can generate the identifiers needed to locate them. 
However, an attacker can at least determine whether a 
client holds a particular block by choosing plaintext that 
would likely match the stored block and determining 
whether the dedup system is already storing it.

https://www.google.com/patents/US8479304


  

Security in the Cloud
   Deduplication timing benefit
       Detect Root Kit in Guest OS (Linux hypervisor):         
           Extract the read-only data section of vmlinuz to a file - the
           read-only section has system call table (targeted by rootkits
           that hijack certain calls like sys_getuid)
           Load the file into memory – there are two copies of the data
           Wait for deduplication to take effect
           Turn off further deduplication (CoW still in effect)
        sudo echo 0 > /sys/kernel/mm/ksm/run
           Monitor Proportional Set Size from /proc/$PID/smaps 
                                 awk '/Pss:/{ sum += $2 } END { print sum }' /proc/$$/smaps
                                 awk '/Rss:/{ sum += $2 } END { print sum }' /proc/$$/smaps

           If 100 pages are unique and 100 are shared and 
           deduplicated with one other process then PSS = 150
           whereas RSS = 200
           If guest OS read-only data section is modified (by attacker)
           the value of PSS is going to change
                Note: KSM = Kernel Samepage Merging



  

Security in the Cloud
Encryption
    Handled by the client 
        Cloud providers do not want a client to encrypt
        with client keys

        Providers need to mine data for profit

        A provider may promise to keep data from being
        seen by others, but the provider may use cloud 
        data to, for example, deliver advertisements

        Operations on encrypted data consume a lot of time

    Competence:
        Access controls must be carefully and competently
        planned since so many virtualized technologies
        can connect to network infrastructure



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
    What
        Encrypt data in a such way that operations applied 
        directly on the encrypted data result in new 
        encrypted data and that data will reveal the correct
        result of the operation when it is decrypted using
        the same keys throughout
    Illustration:
        Enc(1)K → 73bf1342ff = A
        Enc(2)K → 88210fdc1f = B
        AddOp(A,B) = 451188767a = C
        Dec(C)K → 3
    Note:
        One operation would be to re-encrypt the data with
        a different key



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
    Why
        Makes possible the chaining of operations without
        revealing or leaking any of the data involved
        A client does not have to download, decrypt, then
        encrypt and upload the encrypted result to the cloud 
        The data can go anywhere, yet remain safe
        Data is safe from neighboring VMs

    Side Effects?
        Will the cloud vendors accept this? 
        Malleability: Uh Oh – we need to change the 
        ciphertext when performing an op – is this an
        opportunity for an attacker?
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Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
    Not so far-fetched
        Consider RSA encryption

Receiver Sender

263 32343 231667 2337

     m43 mod 2337

public keyprivate key

e

d

    (m 43 mod 2337)1667 mod 2337  = m43*1667 mod 2337 = m mod 2337



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
    Not so far-fetched
        Consider RSA: public key <e, n>, private key <d, n>
        Data consists of numbers, operations are arithmetic
        encrypt(x) = x 

e mod n
        encrypt(y) = y 

e mod n
        encrypt(x)*encrypt(y) = z = (x*y)e mod n = encrypt(x*y)
        decrypt(z) = (x*y)ed mod n = (x*y) mod n



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
    Not so far-fetched:  Consider Pallier: 
           keys:

Choose p,q prime numbers of equal length
s.t. gcd(pq, (p-1, q-1)) = 1
Compute n = pq and λ = lcm(p-1,q-1)
Choose random number g
Compute μ = ( L(g 

λ mod n 
2 ))-1 mod n

where L(x) = (x-1)/n 
Private key is <λ,μ>
Public key is <n,g>

        encrypt(m1) = g 
m1r 

n mod n 
2

        encrypt(m2) = g 
m2s 

n mod n 
2

        encrypt(m1)*encrypt(m2) = z = g 
m1+m2 (rs)n mod n 

2       
        decrypt(z) = m1+m2 mod n



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
    What's the Problem?
        These are partially homomorphic crypto schemes
        They only apply to a limited number of operations
    Are there fully homomorphic crypto systems?
        This is what is really needed
        Enables construction of complete, arbitrary
        computational entities (functions) which support
        maintenance of data privacy, during and after 
        operations on completely untrusted servers and
        in completely untrusted environments



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
   Outline of a fully homomorphic encryption scheme 
       Generate public key pair: <d,r>, private key: w 
          Choose a random n-dimensional integer lattice 
              v = [v0, v1, ... , vn-1] 
          Compute polynomials v(x) and w(x) as follows:
                          n-1

               v(x) = ∑ vi * x
i 
          w(x) = v  

-1(x) mod x 
 n + 1

                                             i=0  

          Compute the public key and the private key:
               d = w(x) * v(x) mod (x n + 1) 
               r = w1 / w0  mod d 
               w is an odd coefficient of w(x)



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
   Outline of a fully homomorphic encryption scheme 
       Encryption of bit b:
          Generate a random noise vector 
              u = [u0, u1, ... , un-1]
              ui  ∈  {-1, 0, 1},   Prob{ui = 0} = p 
          Compute the ciphertext from the public key <d,r>
                                                    n-1

               c = [b+2 ∑ ui * r
i 
 ]d

                                                    i=0  

               where [N]d = N mod d in range (-d/2, d/2) 
                



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
   Outline of a fully homomorphic encryption scheme 
       Decryption:
          Use private key w 
              b = [c*w]d mod 2  

              



  

Security in the Cloud
Homomorphic Encryption
   Performance
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